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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the electronic mail correspondence procedure using a

computer communication network, and a communication terminal with an electronic mail function,

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Computer communication networks, such as the Internet, tend to be used

increasingly, and those [ its ] who use also at ordinary homes are increasing in these days. So, in current,

the communication terminal which enabled connection with a computer communication network is

developed variously, and the facsimile apparatus with an electronic mail function which is one of them

can transmit now the manuscript image which carried out the reading scan to a partner's facsimile

apparatus, a personal computer, etc. by either facsimile transmission or electronic mail transmission.

[0003] In this facsimile apparatus, at the time of transmission of image data, when facsimile

transmission is chosen, image data is directly transmitted using a telephone network etc. On the other

hand, when electronic mail transmission is chosen, image data is changed into an electronic mail format,

and this data is stored in the mail box on a network. If many of receiving sides connected the computer

communication network via the telephone line by the dialup connection etc. at the suitable stage and the

electronic mail has arrived this, image data is taken out from the mail box.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, when transmitting an electronic mail using a

computer communication network, since the data does not pass various paths and a path does not

necessarily become the same even in the same destination, the cure against an information security is

needed. Moreover, there was possibility of packet disappearance and there was a case where an

electronic mail did not reach a partner's communication terminal.

[0005] This invention is proposed in view of such a situation, and it aims at offering the electronic mail

correspondence procedure which aimed at the effective cure against an information security in simple,

and the cure against packet disappearance, and a communication terminal with an electronic mail

function.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the electronic mail correspondence procedure according to claim 1

proposed in order to attain the above-mentioned purpose A transmitting side divides the data of an

electronic mail into two or more frames, and combines each of two or more of these divided frames.

After constituting some groups, while transmitting each group as an electronic mail, a receiving side

extracts two or more frames from all groups' electronic mail, and is characterized by reconstructing the

data of an electronic mail combining two or more of these extracted frames. That is, since the data of an

electronic mail are divided, and this is changed to arbitration and it transmits per some groups,

communicative secreting nature increases.

[0007] In an electronic mail correspondence procedure according to claim 2, the transmitting side of

claim 1 is characterized by transmitting each group as an electronic mail, after each of two or more

divided frames constitutes some groups so that it may belong to two or more different groups. That is,

since two or more each frames are transmitted every, even if it compares and packet disappearance takes

place, reappearance of data can be performed in a receiving side.

[0008] In claim 3, the communication terminal with an electronic mail function which realizes an

electronic mail correspondence procedure according to claim 2 is proposed. So that the data of an

electronic mail may be divided into two or more frames and each of two or more of these frames may



belong to two or more different groups After constituting some groups, while transmitting each group as

an electronic mail, two or more frames are extracted from the electronic mail of all the groups that

received, and the data of an electronic mail are reconstructed combining two or more of these frames.

By this, the cure against an information security and the cure against packet disappearance can be aimed

at effectively.

[0009]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Below, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained with

reference to a drawing. Drawing 1 is the block diagram showing an example of the internal

configuration of a communication terminal with an electronic mail function which realizes the electronic

mail correspondence procedure of this invention. Here, although the example of a configuration of

facsimile apparatus with electronic mail function F is shown as a communication terminal, this invention

may be the personal computer (personal computer) which is not limited to this and equipped with data

communication facility.

[0010] In addition to conventional G3 and the facsimile communication facility of G4 which are

performed through a public line network, this facsimile apparatus F is equipped with the communication

facility through a computer communication network. There are the Internet, NIFTY-Serve, PC-VAN
which are personal computer communication service, etc. in a computer communication network, the

Internet is used for below and the case where electronic mail (e-mail) service is used on the Internet is

explained to it.

[001 1] The main control section 1 consists of CPUs etc., and performs each processing of coding it not

only controls each part of this facsimile apparatus F, but mentioned later and a decryption, image

transformation, binary text conversion, e-mail edit, etc. NCU2 performs closing of a communication line

LI (analog network), and disconnection. A modem 3 performs the modulation of a signal, and a

recovery for facsimile communication. In addition, at the time of digital communication, such as

facsimile communication of G4, it communicates through the communication lines L2 (digital channel),

such as ISDN, through DSU4.

[0012] An image memory 5 consists ofDRAMs etc. and stores temporarily the image data sent and

received. RAM6 memorizes temporary data which register a provider's telephone number, the user ID

for logging in to the Internet, a partner's e-mail address, etc., and are generated at the time of activation

of processing. ROM7 memorizes a device control program required for actuation of this facsimile

apparatus F etc.

[0013] A display 8 consists of liquid crystal displays etc., and displays the alphabetic character message

which directs the operating state of this facsimile apparatus F, and actuation. A control unit 9 consists of

various keys, switches, etc., such as a ten key, and performs various input setup to this facsimile

apparatus F. A read station 1 0 reads a manuscript by CCD etc., and makes it a monochrome binary

image data. The Records Department 1 1 consists of printers, such as an electrophotography method, and

records by making the received data into an image data through other facsimile apparatus to the Internet

(printout).

[0014] In addition, if this facsimile apparatus F is equipped with an external interface (un-illustrating),

other terminal units, such as a personal computer, will be connected through this, and facsimile

communication with this personal computer etc. and transmission and reception of an electronic mail

will be enabled. Drawing 2 shows typically the data flow in facsimile apparatus F shown in drawing 1 .

Although each part in this drawing does not exist in drawing 1 , it shall be processed by the main control

section 1 based on the program memorized by ROM7.
[001 5] Coding decryption section 1 a is decrypted in order to carry out the image data read by the read

station 10 with coding methods, such as MH, MR, and MMR, and to carry out the printout of coding or

the coded data by the Records Department 11. Hereafter, the encoded data are called "coded data." At

the time of transmission of an electronic mail, image transformation section lb changes it from TIFF at

coded data at the time of reception, while changing coded data into TIFF (Tagged Image File format)

which is the general graphics format used by computer.

[0016] TIFF is various Class(es) which are exhibited by adobe and treat not only monochrome binary

one but monochrome multiple value and full color **. It defines. Class F which treats a facsimile image

to one of them It defines and is Class F to a head to coded data. If addition of TIFF header information

etc. is performed, it is convertible for TIFF. The following and Class F The coded data to which TIFF

header information was added is called "TIFF data."

[0017] At the time of transmission of an electronic mail, while binary text transducer lc changes binary

data, such as TIFF data, into text data, it changes text data into binary data at the time of reception. Since



the computer which cannot treat the electronic mail of binary data may be connected to the Internet, in

order to make it an electronic mail arrive certainly to a phase hand, it is necessary to change binary data

into text data at the time of transmission.

[00 1 8] What is necessary is just to carry out encoding of the text data treated by the Internet using

base64 ofMIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) etc. in the document and RFC (Request For

Comments)822 which IETF (Internet Engineering Task Fore) publishes, for example, although specified

as a 7-bit code. In addition, it is the coding method which changes binary data into text data in base64

by considering that 8 bit x3 byte binary data are 6 bit x4 byte, and assigning a character code to each

cutting tool. The following, MIME The data by which encoding was carried out by base64 are called

"encoding data."

[0019] Moreover, in binary text transducer lc, since the mail sent from a text mail terminal (terminal

only handling the electronic mail of text data) consists of text codes of a JIS 7 bit code or a 7-bit ASCII

code, it changes text data into an image data using a character generator (un-illustrating), and changes an

image data into text data using an OCR function (character recognition function).

[0020] That is, binary text transducer lc has binary data, such as TIFF, the function to change a false

text code mutually, and the function to change text data and an image data mutually. While Id of e-mail

editorial departments adds mail header information to the TIFF data changed into text data and they edit

into an electronic mail format, at the time of reception, mail header information is removed from the

data of an electronic mail format at the time of transmission of an electronic mail, and they use it as the

TIFF data of text data etc.

[0021] the head of the data which mail header information is the predetermined header information of

the electronic mail of the Internet, and are transmitted here - "From:", "To:", "Subject:", "cc:", and

"Date: - " etc. - adding an item is specified. Thus, although data go via each part la-Id of the above at

the time of transmission and reception of an electronic mail, it will go only via coding decryption

section la at the time of facsimile communication.

[0022] In the correspondence procedure of this invention, it is used as a communication terminal of the

both sides of a transmitting side and a receiving side, and by the transmitting side, after the above

facsimile apparatus F of a configuration divides the data of an electronic mail into two or more frames in

a predetermined amount-of-data unit etc. and constitutes some groups combining each of two or more of

these divided frames, it has transmitted each group as an electronic mail.

[0023] That is, in the main control section 1, it carries out reading in a read station 10 etc., the data

which it is going to transmit as an electronic mail are divided, and this is replaced with fixed regularity

at random. And this data is transmitted as an electronic mail per some groups. By this, only with a single

electronic mail, the original data are unreproducible, and since the same is not necessarily said of the

communication path of each group's electronic mail, communicative secreting nature can be raised.

[0024] In one receiving side, two or more frames are extracted from all groups' electronic mail, and the

data of an electronic mail are reconstructed combining two or more of these extracted frames. That is,

the main control section 1 receives some electronic mails, and the electronic mail which the transmitting

side transmitted based on two or more frames contained in these is reproduced to the original data.

[0025] The flow chart shows the above-mentioned correspondence procedure to drawing 3. .
In the

transmitting side of an electronic mail, after dividing transmit data into two or more frames, identifiers,

such as a number, are added to each frame so that reconstruction of data can be performed in a receiving

side. Subsequently, it has random or fixed regularity, two or more frames are divided into the group of

every a predetermined unit, and every group is transmitted to the partner (receiving side) same as an

electronic mail. In addition, between groups, spacing of the predetermined time of 5 minutes or more

was opened, and the electronic mail is transmitted here. By this, reappearance of the original electronic

mail depended on the communication terminal of further others becomes difficult, and can raise the

information security effectiveness (above, 100-105).

[0026] On the other hand, at a receiving side, if it judges that all groups' electronic mail was received

based on the header information of an electronic mail etc., a frame will be extracted from each mail and

this will be rearranged by a numerical order etc. based on an identifier. And if the identifier added to

each frame is made to remove and compound from rearranged data (coalesce), it is reproducible to the

original data before division of a transmitting side (above, 110-115).

[0027] In this invention, a transmitting side can also transmit each group as an electronic mail, after

dividing the data of an electronic mail into two or more frames and each of two or more of these divided

frames constitutes some groups so that it may belong to two or more different groups. That is, in the

main control section 1 , the data which it is going to transmit as an electronic mail are divided, and two



or more these divided data are transmitted every. In addition, the number of each frames to transmit may
not be the same, and should just be plural.

[0028] In one receiving side, two or more frames are extracted from all groups' electronic mail, and the

data of an electronic mail are reconstructed combining two or more of these extracted frames. That is,

the main control section 1 receives some electronic mails, and the electronic mail which the transmitting

side transmitted based on two or more frames contained in these is reproduced to the original data. Since

two or more same frames are received as other electronic mails even if it compares, it is in the middle of

a communication link and packet disappearance takes place by this that what is necessary is just to

cancel the duplicate frame at this time, possibility that data will be reproducible becomes high.

[0029] Drawing 4 shows this correspondence procedure typically. Here, sign **_>**_>** shows the

flow of the processing at the time of transmission, and sign **_>**_>** shows the flow of the

processing at the time of reception. The coded data which encoded the original data to divide by coding

decryption section la, The TIFF data with which TIFF header information was added by image

transformation section lb, The inside of the encoding data in which encoding was carried out by binary

text transducer lc, After being data of which phase (refer to #1 and drawing 2 ), dividing this into two or

more frames (here, it divides into n pieces) and adding an identifier (#2), it divides into every [ of the

number of arbitration / a frame ], and two or more groups (here m groups) (#3). Here, the still more

nearly same frame belongs to the block with which plurality differs, and the frame of an identifier "01"

belongs to "the group 1" and "Group m" in this drawing, for example.

[0030] For example, if transmit data tends to be divided into 100 pieces (n= 100) and it is going to

divide the same frame two [ at a time ] into the group of a ten-frame unit, the number of groups will be

set to 20 (m= 20). In addition, the number of the frames which constitute each group does not need to be

the same. Since it is that the same frame has more than one in most cases on the other hand when data

are received in such a format, after canceling the duplicate frame, it should just compound data based on

an identifier.

[0031]

[Effect of the Invention] After the electronic mail correspondence procedure of this invention according

to claim 1 divides the data of an electronic mail into two or more frames and constitutes a group

combining this divided frame, it transmits each group as an electronic mail, so that he can understand

also from the above explanation. Therefore, in this correspondence procedure, the data of an electronic

mail are divided, this is changed to arbitration, and since it divided per group of further some and has

transmitted, communicative secreting nature increases.

[0032] Since each of two or more divided frames belongs to two or more different groups further in an

electronic mail correspondence procedure according to claim 2, even if packet disappearance takes

place, in a receiving side, possibility that data will be reproducible is high. The communication terminal

with an electronic mail function according to claim 3 At the time of transmission, so that the data of an

electronic mail may be divided into two or more frames and each of two or more of these frames may
belong to two or more different groups After constituting some groups, while transmitting each group as

an electronic mail, at the time of reception, two or more frames are extracted from the electronic mail of

all the groups that received, and the data of an electronic mail are reconstructed combining two or more

of these frames. By this, the cure against an information security and the cure against packet

disappearance can be aimed at effectively.

[Translation done.]



* NOTICES *

Japan Patent office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

jj)rawing .1] It is the block diagram having shown an example of the internal configuration of the

communication terminal with an electronic mail function of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the mimetic diagram having shown the data flow in the communication terminal of

drawing 1 .

[Drawing 3] It is the flow chart which shows an example of the electronic mail correspondence

procedure of this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is a mimetic diagram for explaining the electronic mail correspondence procedure of this

invention.

[Description of Notations]

F ... Facsimile apparatus with an electronic mail function

1 ... Main control section

la ... Coding decryption section

lb ... Image transformation section

lc ... Binary text transducer

[Translation done.]


